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Hacked Landscapes: Tensions, Borders, and Positionality
in Spatial Literacy

Sandra J. Schmidt

ABSTRACT

By focusing on critical geographies, land-
scape, and spatial literacy, this article eval-
uates a semester-long spatial justice project
conducted in a preservice teacher educa-
tion program. The analysis recognizes the
limitations of reading the products literally
as a means of comprehending spatial
representation. It expands the analysis by
hacking the products and producing new
landscapes to read against or up against
the products as sociospatial texts. It consid-
ers the deployment of landscape con-
cepts—borders, the representation of
tension, and the gaze and subjectivity of
the reader-authors—as central elements of
spatial literacy that is of consequence.

KeyWords: cultural geography, geography
education, social justice, spatial knowledge
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I am gradually feeling more comfortable in this part of the city. As I
spend more time there as a resident, I am beginning to notice and feel
the rhythms of the neighborhood. I do not use the word community
because I believe there are multiple overlapping communities and I am
still getting a sense of them.

—(Student reflection)

INTRODUCTION

Going to school is a simple ritual millions of people do each day—students,
teachers, school staff, and administrators. The paths are so ritualized that many
people stop observing the sights, sounds, smells, and sensations that influence
which route to traverse, which seat to seek, and where to wait. Sometimes these
decisions are made for us—schools place crossing guards and cities determine
bus stops—and some we make for ourselves. These subconscious, everyday acts
like moving to and from school are navigations with/through space. Decisions
utilize spatial observation, design, analysis, and understanding. If a young per-
son or teacher were to report on their movements, how would they depict the
spaces they encounter? The depictions engage the intersection of lived space
and abstract space. They simultaneously represent and construct space, but how
do we determine whether the presentation is correct?
This is the everyday work of a geography teacher. Much of school geography

involves encounters with places that students and teachers do not and cannot
directly experience. These places may feel far away or barely comprehensible.
How do we empower teachers to teach and students to articulate places that are
difficult to comprehend? The C3 Framework for Social Studies State Standards pro-
poses, “Thinking geographically requires knowing that the world is a set of
complex ecosystems interacting at multiple scales that structure the spatial pat-
terns and processes that influence our daily lives” (National Council for the
Social Studies [NCSS] 2013, 40) . Critical spatial theories (Soja 1989, 2010; Lefeb-
vre 1991; Massey 1994 ) share a focus on the complexity of place. They specifi-
cally evaluate spaces as social constructions that embed representations,
intentionally exclude people or actions, and are perceived and experienced in a
plurality of ways. They propose extending geography education from the study
of places to include critical inquiry about how space is organized and experi-
enced. Spatial literacy in this paradigm includes demonstrating that the world is
intersectional and complex and retaining this understanding when representing
places in classroom activities. As educators, we have few examples of this prac-
tice. This article critiques a traditional classroom exercise and rebuilds it using
landscape to expose a form that reflects and produces complexity.

SPATIAL THINKING AND THE CLASSROOM

Just as none of us is beyond geography, none of us is completely free
from the struggle over geography. That struggle is complex and inter-
esting because it is not only about soldiers and cannons but also about
ideas, about forms, about images and imaginings. (Said 1993, 7)

In response to Said, Soja (2010) challenges us to conduct consequential geogra-
phy. Soja asserts the primacy of spatiality in understanding social and historical
structures. Spatiality shapes social relations and social interactions inform spa-
tial experience. Spatial understanding arises from studying the patterns,
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positionings, and rules that give places the meanings we
share. Spaces, then, are not objective or static entities;
rather, they are being made through interactions people
have with one another, rules that regulate space, and the
construction of material forms (Massey 2005). Soja (2010)
concludes that space is necessarily uneven. The physical
arrangement of cities or schools, the variant but inten-
tional distribution and accumulation of resources, how
the global community produces and responds to crises
and migration, all work to constrain, exclude, and margin-
alize certain cities, locations, and people therein. Other
geographers opine that the social construction of places
produces the potential for change. Social interaction and
movement hold possibility for reimagining and reorganiz-
ing the space and how different people access and experi-
ence it (Harvey 2009). The consequential geographer both
deconstructs the production of unevenness and illumi-
nates new imaginings.

Educators, particularly in social studies education, have
used these ideas with young people. Their research has
used spatial theory as a tool of social justice for youth
from historically marginalized populations to explore and
respond to the embeddedness of race, sex, gender, sexual-
ity, and class in space (Hill Taylor and Helfenbein 2009;
Fataar 2013; Gershon 2013; Schmidt 2015). In teaching
young people to read space as a social text, the spatial
methods used in these studies parallels critical literacies.
West (1994) advocates for a critical literacy that prepares
people to interrogate the relationship between reader,
author, and word. Others have built upon this to incorpo-
rate literacy practices that read against or up against the
text as a means of examining the subjectivity of the reader
in relation to the text, deconstructing the text for how it
reproduces or critiques society, and uncovering the
unconscious dimensions of the text and its author(s).
Inside geography classrooms, the places we teach and
study are encumbered by their distance. It is more difficult
to utilize critical literacy practices when reading spatial
texts that are neither embodied nor familiar. A U.S. geog-
raphy student studying the current (2017) Syrian conflict
and resultant refugee crisis as a spatial problem encoun-
ters a complex and layered text. There are many authors,
some unnamed, and a complex social, political, cultural,
and religious system that are largely unfamiliar. Even if
the student critically deconstructs the Syria they are pre-
sented, what are the tools available to them for demon-
strating what they know or understand? The form of
presentation is an element of the spatial curriculum. How
students author assignments about places circulates new
knowledge. Especially when projects receive high marks,
they are deemed correct or exemplar reproductions of
these distant places. In the demand for more inquiry and
complex spatial thinking, what form should these take?
This article explores landscape as a form for representa-
tion that allows complex and multilayered discussion of
inequity and spatial understanding.

LANDSCAPE AS REPRESENTATION OF GEOGRAPHIC

THINKING

Educational research using critical geography attends to
recognizing/critiquing symbols, social practices of inclu-
sion/exclusion, and identities. These are the practices that
need space within geography assignments in order to crit-
ically engage (re)productions that are inherent in geogra-
phy classrooms. To contemplate an approach to this, I
turned to the contentious form of landscape. The practice
of landscape has evolved with social geographies. Land-
scapes were originally conceived of as specific areas that
could be described through depiction of physical traits/
artifacts. Critical cultural geographers conceive of land-
scapes as texts, constructed with layers of meaning and
attributes. Their depiction of artifacts and icons signify
cultural symbols (Cosgrove and Jackson 1987). Its impor-
tance and relevance here is its manner of placing the spec-
tator and landscape designer into discussions of where
and how meaning arises and is experienced. Wylie (2006,
526) writes of landscape:

A crucial point here is that the visual
world always transcends its perception. In
seeing or touching something I do not
assimilate it, or acquire a total grasp of it;
instead, it transcends my apprehension.
For there to be vision at all the body which
sees must be part of the world, and the
sensible world must be transcendent in
relation to the body that sees.

The landscape is not a geographic area, but rather it is a
reproduction of culture and physicality through the gaze
and experience of the designer (Rose in Merriman et al.
2008). Wylie (in Merriman et al. 2008, 203) argues
“landscape is tension”:

The term landscape precisely denotes
the tensions through which subject and
object, self and world, find their measure
and balance, their coil and their recoil,
their proximity and distance. The whole
value of the concept of landscape for me
is the precise manner in which it
demands that we produce accounts
which dapple between interiority and
exteriority, perception and materiality.

In teaching the viewer about the image and the
designer, landscape uses symbolic forms of communica-
tion and transformation (Matless 2014). The form of land-
scape is used in this study because it captures the scene
and the subject, two elements that constitute spatial texts.

A SPATIAL INQUIRY PROJECT

This inquiry involved preservice teachers, a group posi-
tioned as both learners and teachers. They are regularly
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asked what they know and to expand that knowing. In a
course on diversity and social justice, I teach that to know
young people in relation to school requires understanding
the context of school, the home space(s) of young people,
how spaces shape identities and experiences, and how
young people navigate spatial inclusiveness and exclu-
sion. This article explores a semester-long inquiry into the
spatial embeddedness of equity, inequity, culture, and
diversity. The project asked participants to play in
space and reflect on their encounters. Per the project
instructions:

Walking through the world, you encounter
a rich curriculum about equity. Although
this curriculum is widely available to us,
many of us rarely notice it. Who we are in
relation to space affects what we notice.
The main purposes of this assignment are
to learn to collect and use spatial data to
examine the world around you and to ana-
lyze how equity issues are inscribed in and
affect how people access space.

The class was divided into six groups having between
two and four members. They worked in groups so that
multiple perspectives and experiences were brought into
the process of reading space, researching place, synthesiz-
ing observations, and developing a public product.
Groups chose the boundaries of their locale and the direc-
tion of their inquiry. They completed place-based activi-
ties five times across the semester. In these, they were
asked to conduct demographic and archival research,
observe and move within the space, engage with people,
interview experts, reexamine the space, draw sketch maps,
depict their sense(s) of place, dialogue with group mem-
bers, and evaluate their positionality and affective
responses. They posted observations, reflections, maps,
and notes into an online forum where the instructor and
classmates offered questions and suggestions for subse-
quent activities. Participants were asked to make multiple
visits to their location to deepen their observations using
assignment prompts, course readings, group discussions,
and feedback from the online forums. They were encour-
aged to observe the space simultaneously but indepen-
dently and then discuss their observations. They were free
to move through or sit in space. They used cameras and
audio recorders, took notes, and collected artifacts. They
synthesized their data into the public products discussed
in this article.
The final products included five digital presentations

(three Prezi; two PowerPoint) and one blog (Tumblr). The
projects were titled to reflect the place of focus: “The Chang-
ing Face of Harlem,” “Public Space Project: Marble Hill,
Manhattan,” “Brooklyn’s Prospect Park South: A Mosaic
with a History,” “Washington Heights Tumblr,” “Public
Space and Equity Curriculum: Crotona Park East, South
Bronx,” and “Bienvenido a ‘Spa-Ha’ [SpanishHarlem].”

ANALYSIS

The class project asked participants to examine their
lived experience and then author a product that repre-
sented that space to their peers. My analysis critically
reads these new student-authored texts. The analyses
examine the practices/processes through which partici-
pants represented urban spaces. The first round of analy-
sis used context analysis to examine the dominant
narrative and how it is developed and substantiated (Rose
2012). I read with the products as texts to understand how
students depicted urban inequality. This short discussion
below concludes by noting the limitations of a linear
assignment. Informed by spatial theory, I was in search of
something deeper in the products.

The student reflection opening this article describes the
cityscape as layered and as an ongoing experience. The
products tended toward a stable reading of the city.
I wanted to explore the complexity rather than simplicity
of the stories, images, and interpretations as a means of
examining the possibilities and limitations of representa-
tion in spatial thinking. In search of analyses involving
incoherence, I located hacking as an analytical method.
Hacking is a process of taking something apart, removing
the items or language from their original context or pur-
pose, and reconsidering their meaning based upon posi-
tion. Lewis and Friedrich (2016, 6) write, “The hacker
repurposes the object, steals it from its intended use and
redefines its workings.” Applied to the assignment, I liter-
ally separated all of the images, captions, narratives, and
reflections from one another. I first did this product by
product. I moved the pieces around and considered how
the images or texts took up different meanings when they
were repositioned. I gave images new captions, realigned
arguments, and brought reflective assignments into the
products. In the process, I moved from reading for cohe-
sive, linear arguments to seeing complexity, tensions, and
social structures thatwere also part of the assignment expe-
rience. I then hacked across the products. I took two
common themes/claims—surveillance and gentrifica-
tion—and examined the manifestation of images that
might convey these ideas across the products. Through this
landscapes were constructed. The landscapes exemplify
what might come from carrying out this same exercise
through the principles associated with landscape theory.
The hacks were conducted following the course and were
not given back to participants for feedback. The analysis
contemplates the literacy practices associated with land-
scape design.

READINGS OF THE CITY

Cities, like dreams, are made of desires and
fears, even if the thread of their discourse is
secret, their rules are absurd, their perspective
deceitful, and everything conceals something
else. (Calvino 1974, 44)
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Depicting Urban Inequality
The visual, public projects reflected students’ lived

experiences in and perceptions of the city. Horowitz
(2014) suggests that observation contains “a certain bias in
everyone’s perspective that has been named, by the
French, deformation professionelle: the tendency to look at
every context from the point of view of one’s profession”
(3). The assignment asked students to make observations,
collect data, and turn these into substantiated claims. The
“profession” that oriented them was preservice education
in a program devoted to diversity, equity, and social jus-
tice. Expectedly, they concurred that their city was uneven
in material and social development (Harvey 2009; Soja
2010).

The visual products provided students a platform to
represent and symbolize their conclusion that New York
City (NYC) is an uneven urban landscape. They devel-
oped the broad thesis through smaller claims: “There are
no outlets for young people,” “Property development and
management support racial segregation and inequity,”
and “Gentrification invites some but not others.” The
products were rich with photographs, maps, demographic
data, and online images that were carefully positioned
alongside written text. Images and data did not have
intrinsic meaning; their significance arose through posi-
tioning. The positioning transformed the images into sym-
bols that demonstrated inequality. Surveillance cameras
were connoted through captions to indicate the overpolic-
ing of black and brown bodies or neighborhoods. Two
products used images of language to make different
claims. One project photographed linguistic diversity in
the neighborhood—storefronts in Spanish, English, or
Chinese. The accompanying text signified the image as an
indicator of segregation. The different languages used by
stores suggested to the students that the communities
were divided by language. Another product contained an
image of stores using only English. Accompanying text
claimed this represented a failure to recognize linguistic
diversity. Some ideas were difficult to capture through
images. This was particularly true of inequality reflected
by the absence of resources. To represent lack, students
relied on images of abundance or presence to comment
that these were not available in some places—some gro-
ceries lacked the vegetables found in one area, there was a
school building but lack of quality education. Symbols
also allowed students to give concrete definition to com-
mon concepts. Gentrification was commonly referenced. It
was represented through graphs of increased rents and
photos of chain stores and expensive restaurants with
craft beer. In this way, students connoted gentrification as
a tool of forcible exclusion that simultaneously reflected
and produced an uneven urban environment.

The Marble Hill product exemplifies how these tools
were used to build a cohesive narrative about inequity. It
argued that segregation and lack of community and
school spaces unevenly affected its residents. It first repo-
sitioned the neighborhood in Manhattan.1 In doing so,

participants contrasted the economic and social attributes
of Manhattan and the Bronx. They then claimed that
“property development and management support racial
segregation and inequity.” This was evidenced through a
Google image comparing housing sizes and infrastructure,
a demographic overview, New York Times articles from
1995 and 2003 discussing how neighborhood vacancies
were filled, a profile of local housing costs, realtor
announcements, and interviews they conducted with local
residents. They contrasted the racial and economic data of
single-owner homes with apartment buildings. They used
similar data to support claims about security problems
facing colocation schools and the lack of community
spaces. Their claims and forms of evidence were consis-
tent with those of their peers.

The projects did what appears to be exemplary geo-
graphic inquiry (National Research Council 2006; Heffron
and Downs 2012; Edelson, Shavelson, and Wertheim
2013). They began with a premise, researched it, and
made substantiated claims. The projects locate, document,
articulate, and defend a hypothesis from an array of evi-
dence. Furthermore, the students read the city within the
boundaries offered by the course and professor. Their per-
ception of interviews, images, and sensations was framed
by and reproduced ideas of social injustice. As a
researcher-professor concerned with the complexity of
injustice, the products read too straightforward when they
used traditional inquiry.

Hacking for Complexity
Calvino writes that cities deceive; they hide desires and

fears. Reading with the text of a city may not illuminate
the various ways people experience the city. This can be
extended to representations of the city. Beneath the care-
fully constructed arguments were images and representa-
tions that complicated these arguments. Furthermore,
student reflections alluded to the fears, desires, and posi-
tions that shaped observations. I hacked the original proj-
ects to reexamine the texts and symbols outside of the
argument. Hacking is different than reading against the
text. Reading against the text places a text within a
broader social context. The hacks separate images, sym-
bols, written texts, and reflection from their original posi-
tions and relations. When dissected, symbols and text are
dispossessed of their intended meaning. This level of anal-
ysis reveals complexity, contradiction, and tension that
were masked in the effort to do “good geography.”

No longer a cohesive argument, the hacked products
placed a range of ideas and experiences on the table for
reinterpretation. The images and other data were studied
and put together differently. They did not need to support
a particular thesis. For each hacked product, I repositioned
images and texts wondering what else was said about the
city when the products were viewed differently. Two
examples of the hacking process are provided as exam-
ples. I created an image of hacked images that examine
the complexity that was concealed in the whole product.
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Figure 1 places an original image of a community gar-
den alongside new captions. In the center is the original
image. It was originally offered as an example of “identity
preservation.” The hack positions the photo adjacent to
two new pieces of text. The meaning of the image changes
or is called into question with the new language. The hack
offers different ideas through which to view the garden.
The garden, adjacent to a statement about vacant lots, pla-
ces the two in tension. Although the argument is about
poverty and lack, we might wonder about how the com-
munity network resists the universality of poverty. The
hack also questions claims about healthy food. Rather
than a symbol of cultural pride, the garden could be an
image of efforts to grow produce for healthy living. Per-
haps it is not an aesthetic symbol but a utilitarian one. The
hack rearranges the linear argument of the product. It
makes visible contradictions and tensions that were also
part of the story of East Harlem. The photo itself has the
potential to reveal many things about the community, yet
when used within an argument, it is given a singular
meaning. The hacked image is one way to allow complex-
ity to be visualized.
The second hacked image (Fig. 2) places students’ reflec-

tive statements alongside symbols and statements from the
product. The purpose was to think about the limits of the
form of representation. The project argued that 125th Street
through central Harlem exemplified gentrification. The
reflections revealed more, commenting on the legacy and

demographic makeup that offer an intersectional analysis.
I separated the once-combined images of the Apollo The-
ater (an important site during the Harlem Renaissance)
and Starbucks. Removed from its position of contrast, the
Apollo may be a symbol of a rich black history that is still
reflected in the place. The new image also contains two
statements about demographics that are never resolved.
One might conclude from the product statement that the
faces of Harlem have changed. Yet, most members of this
group explored this claim in their reflections noting that
their experience in the space did not match the story told
by the statistics they quoted. The hacking allowed a free-
dom to consider positionality with argument.

Hacking highlights the instability of meaning. When we
reposition texts and images, different and sometimes com-
peting meanings become available. The multitude
reminds us that meaning is rarely universal. The forms we
typically have available in the classroom lend themselves
toward linear arguments. These students observed more
complex environments and experienced the space in ways
unaccounted for.

THE PARAMETERS OF LANDSCAPES

The analysis thus far suggests the difficulties students
had in maintaining the complexity of their experience.
Overlapping, intersecting, and interacting experiences
were simplified into an argument rather than retained to
tell the messy story of place. I propose that landscape

Figure 1. Retexting. (Color figure available online.)
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offers a useful form for spatial (re)production in geogra-
phy classrooms. Landscape embraces scale, intersection,
and perspective, all of which allow for tension and com-
plexity in a product. To this end, my use of landscape
intentionally examines framing/borders, symbolic repre-
sentation, positionality/gaze, and layering. I produced
two hacked images from across the products. In these
hacks, I sought to produce complexity and deliberation.

Figure 3 is a landscape of surveillance. The images and
text from different products are positioned atop wall art
about freedom. It is bounded on top and bottom by
quotes about being watched: two claims and one commen-
tary about how the gaze of others affected her as a woman
participating in the assignment. One is positioned in the
back, with forefronted symbols designed to portray the
language. Those in the front are offered as a takeaway for
the viewer of the landscape. They ideally provoke ques-
tioning. Most products symbolized surveillance through
cameras and police. I positioned these alongside images of
the church and church leaders, an institution that may
heavily confine the movements and entry of queer or gen-
der nonconforming people. The landscape questions how
different spectators feel about and locate surveillance sys-
tems in the cityscape.

Figure 4 is a landscape of gentrification. It makes use of
layering to juxtapose a variety of images from the products
with one another and with a depiction of gentrification and
its impact. The deepest layer beginswith amap of Brooklyn,
covers it with a photo of trees, covers that with crumbling
buildings, and tops that with a restaurant serving craft beer.
The map distinguishes neighborhoods through dark lines

and circles around the names of neighborhoods. According
to the products, gentrification cuts across neighborhoods; it
is not confined to narrow areas. The layers allows for a
diverse array of symbols of gentrification.

The landscapes of surveillance and gentrification used
borders, layering, and tension to attempt to orient the
gaze of the viewer. As the author of the landscapes, I
wanted to build a landscape that refused the unidirection-
ality of surveillance as a police byproduct and rejected the
connotation of gentrification as a straightforward process.
My goal was to encourage questions and tension rather
than definitive meaning. It is through such concepts that
landscape holds potential to retain the complexity as we
reproduce the meaning of a spatial encounter.

Bordering Landscape; Borders in Landscape
A landscape, like a photograph, has boundaries that

reflect what to include. This means that by definition, they
simultaneously exclude. Figure 3 uses wall art about free-
dom to produce its edges. Landscape designers must
always choose where to make the borders. They do so to
produce a desired effect. In my landscape, the wall exists
in isolation of its surroundings. Is it next to a police sta-
tion, city hall, a political organization, public housing? Its
photographers contained its meaning by not providing
context. It is contextualized by the rest of the symbols in
the landscape rather than its physical location in the city.
The text around the edges is another form of border. Lan-
guage about being watched was intentionally placed on
the perimeters to suggest that the viewers think about
whether the church and police might both be symbols of

Figure 2. Positionality. (Color figure available online.)
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Figure 3. Surveillance. (Color figure available online.)

Figure 4. Gentrification. (Color figure available online.)
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surveillance. Within the landscape, there are borders
between ideas. The symbols of church and police are sepa-
rated from one another by lines. The second landscape
bounds in NYC. Because students each claimed their
neighborhood was gentrifying, I was led to conclude the
possibility that the city as a whole is connoted by gentrifi-
cation even though the images suggest great variation of
economic experiences.

Borders are significant in constructing experiences we
have with places. Borders distinguish and we expect to
find difference—a differing set of symbols and sense—on
either side (Schmidt 2011). Crossing between areas on the
map in Figure 4, we should feel as though we have
entered a different space. The circles students made on the
background map suggest that there is uniformity of peo-
ple within neighborhood. If this is the case, how are all the
symbols in the hack and the larger projects available? Bor-
ders may be lines that physically exist only on a map, but
that does not prevent them from acting as walls in lived
experience. They have material consequence and support
larger political and social endeavors. The doors of the
church or the fear of police serve as physical barriers that
exclude people from space.

Building Layers
The original products situated multidimensional spaces/

experiences in two dimensions. The struggle to represent
beyond two dimensions is one of the ongoing challenges of
representation in these forms—how to show complexity, ten-
sion, and contestationwhen the tendency of representation in
most forms is toward the singular. Two-dimensional repre-
sentations lend themselves toward a singular sense of place.
Landscapes appear in two dimensions but their use of depth
contributes to a third dimension. This additional dimension
allows for layers of meaning and symbols. It may be the dif-
ference between what is large and close or what is small and
distant. These layers offermeaning, but inwhat is valued and
in the relationship between objects.When something appears
to be on top, it is afforded a position of privilege over other
images. By layering, we can obscure parts of symbols while
others remain intact. If we look critically at these, we must
ask about the tensions or status being conveyed through
layers and depth.

The gentrification landscape makes more dramatic use
of layers to explore the universality and uniformity of gen-
trification. The base map indicates neighborhood bound-
aries but the remaining imagery does not abide by these
divides. The layers also transform images. They add an
overflowing trashcan to the neat rows of houses. And
invite people to a restaurant between crumbling buildings.
These renderings do not suppose such things exist in the
places but they break up the flow of the picture. Each
photo is a narrow glimpse but we could easily suppose
the decay or new development cover vast areas. The over-
lays disrupt this. The landscape proposes that gentrified
areas still hold great variation of experience.

Twisting the Gaze, Representing Tension
Landscape geographers note the prevalence and dangers

of cultural symbolism (Cosgrove and Jackson 1987; Matless
2014). Spirn (1998) contends that the risk of landscape literacy
resides in shallow readings that silence and fragment. He
proposes the need for landscapes to “cultivate paradox.”
Gazing at a space with one’s eyes or a camera tends to privi-
lege materiality. Without interaction, people who occupy the
space acquire materiality. Their material forms are observed,
perceived, and depicted symbolically. The use of material
artifacts in the production of a landscape is not a benign or
objective process. The manner in which the gaze is turned
on/to particular symbols produces meaning. Noting this, the
landscapesmade fromhacking create a paradox surrounding
the cultural experience with gentrification and surveillance
by twisting and reorienting the gaze upon the symbols.

The layers and position orient viewers to have a more
complicated experience with the images/landscapes. The
surveillance landscape contains key words on the edges:
being watched, police officers, and heteronormativity.
They impact what a viewer sees in the image. There is
likely wonder about which images exemplify each word.
The images of the church and police can be read in a variety
of ways. They could be set up as similar, in contrast, or to
simply disrupt the universal experience of surveillance.
That they are set atop freedom art encourages the viewer to
question the (in)compatibility of surveillance to the artist’s
dream of freedom. Hopefully, the placement and resultant
landscape cause the viewer to wonder. In the second
image, the diversity of symbols signifying gentrification is
designed to produce questions about how it is connoted. It
wonders whether the images offered by media match the
lived reality of communities. The hacked landscapes create
a paradox surrounding the cultural significance and expe-
rience of gentrification and surveillance.

Positionality and Embodiment of Space
Spatial theorists assume people are active subjects who

shape and are shaped by spatial encounters. Susan Sontag
(1977) argues that the subject of a photo is more the pho-
tographer than the photographed. The photographer
selects the frame of the photo. The photographer decides
what to blur and make crisp in the photo. The photogra-
pher orients the camera to horizontal or vertical, to look
from above, below, the side, or straight on. She contends
that framing and orienting choices allow the photographer
to tell a story. With their perspective so prevalent in the
photograph, she concludes that the photograph ultimately
teaches us about the position of the photographer. Thrift
(2008) argues that space is an affective experience, one
that is fluid and existing in the moment of experience. In
the landscape, the author attempts to represent the space
of inquiry. But the landscape cannot exist without the
gaze. The gaze and our ability to study it position the
designer within/outside/in contrast to the landscape.

The original products and hacked images share as much
about the places as the people who created them. Students
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in the course on social inequity were drawn to the surveil-
lance cameras as a symbol of inequity. But reading the
statement on heteronormativity, I sought other images
from within that might surveil sexuality. Similarly, the
original products were critical of gentrification. It was pre-
sented as something that destroyed urban landscapes. The
hacks are designed to provoke the possibilities of the sub-
jectivity—of my participants and now me in rereading
their presentations. My experience challenges us to con-
sider the church as safety or surveillance and for whom
and place similar wonderment on surveillance cameras.
The images push at safety and discomfort depending on
our background. I offer these into a discussion of subjec-
tivity because the students seem caught in how to talk
about these images. Are they drawn to and concerned
about metal detectors because these are not part of their
everyday suburban experience but something they must
embrace as urban educators? Perhaps as white teachers
committed to social justice they want to support the cri-
tique of how black bodies are policed. The youth, though,
may feel safer and feel they matter because the metal
detectors keep weapons out of school. Their affective
experience matters. I cannot answer the question about
the subjectivity of my participants but I can offer them dif-
ferent space to question their conclusions.

LANDSCAPE AND SPATIAL LITERACY

EmployingCalvino to gaze at the city,we are reminded that
the city is simultaneously a space of possibility and deceit.
People flee to cities for their glamour and opportunity, but
quickly realize it is a deep structure with rules and spatial
organization that must be learned to successfully navigate
and become amolder of the city. Students in geography class-
rooms can encounter geographic reasoning that does the
same. Places are not objective texts. The multitude of texts—
written and embodied—that we encounter in or about a place
shape how we perceive and subsequently respond. The C3
Framework (NCSS 2013) and Soja (2010) propose that robust
spatial study involves understanding howandwhy these per-
ceptions arise and the consequence of representing or repro-
ducing these spatial meanings. They accept that spaces are
rich and layered and that spatial literacy entails exploring that
which may be concealed. This is a huge task in geography
classrooms that focus on faraway places we cannot embody.
Furthermore, the contemporary testing culture emphasizes
objective and straightforward right answers. As teachers seek
ways to evaluate geographic thinking that includesperception
and representation, this study considers one possibility for
critically examining these and becoming critical authors of
resultant representations and reproductions.
The projects demonstrate that students, at the end of a

semesterlong inquiry, felt that they had deep knowledge
of their studied spaces. They read, perceived, and embod-
ied a variety of texts about their spaces and used these to
produce important claims. The products I asked my stu-
dents to create encouraged the direct linkage of claims
and evidences. The project directions did not ask them to

discuss their different perceptions; instead they were
encouraged to cohere their representation toward their
claims. As such, they tended to rely on and thus reproduce
dominant meanings of the spaces and concepts associated
with them. The products buried complexities that were
more visible when the products were hacked. The resul-
tant landscapes provide a direction to strive toward.
Requiring students to attend to the aspects of the land-
scape and account for them offers space for complex
representation and the struggle with and in perception.

Landscapes are ameans of accounting for spatiality. Similar
to photographs (Sontag 1977), they capture an area through
the experience and gaze of the designer (Merriman et al 2008).
Taking up the analytic position of landscape geographer in
each hack, I framed a concept by selectingmaterials fromexist-
ing products that placed into tension how my students and I
perceived these forms as symbols of significance. The hacked
landscapes offer a representational formwherein perception is
actively centered (Matless 2014). In the struggle with geogra-
phy (Soja 2010), individual and classroom cultural positions
matter in how a particular gaze is turned on symbols we
encounter in our readings and learnings and how we trans-
form this into knowing (Merriman et al. 2008; Matless 2014).
Young people and their teachers know this. Rethinking the
endproduct can reorient conversations about howweperceive
and thus interpret symbols and contexts variably. I propose
using landscape more often in constructing classroom practi-
ces because of the framework it offers for reading against the
text and placing the student into conversationwith the place.

The landscapes utilize four ideas that critically engage per-
ception and representation. The questions of borders draw
attention to how we divide the world, where we make the
lines, and what those lines stand in for when we think we
know or understand. As we examine our gaze, we turn
toward the symbols and datawe include. If we recognize this
as part of our gaze, we necessarily ask, what else orwho else?
Seeing the development of our thesis as our gaze and not the
gaze encourages us to revisit the constructions that arise and
how and why we have chosen to produce the world in this
way. The tensions and depth of a landscape break from geo-
graphic products designed to replicate scientific method
(National Research Council 2006; Edelson, Shavelson, and
Wertheim 2013) and allow for multiple and even competing
narratives to exist in our productions. Finally, underlying it
all is naming our positionality. The previous elements all pre-
sume the impact of positionality. Naming it turns attention to
asking young people to explicitly consider how our positions
in the world influence our perceptions and reproductions. It
asks us to think about our power, presence, affect, (dis)com-
fort, and assumptions in the process of knowing.

The landscape is a form of consequential geography. It
entails critically engaging with our perceptions of spaces
as social texts and accounting for our authorship in their
reproductions. In deciding upon and then producing a
landscape, students as geographers can assert their role in
shaping and deconstructing the social systems embedded
in and shaped by spatial factors (Soja 2010).
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CONCLUSIONS

This article began by suggesting that the path we tra-
verse to school has become so ritualized that we do not
question how it came to be. We may perceive our environ-
ment but do so without consciousness or critique. The
same is a risk that can arise with the study of places in
geography classrooms. We want to understand the space
in such a manner as to make use of in our daily practice—
perhaps a decision about travel, a political disagreement,
the synthesis of a news story, the response to a new friend
from a distant place. In each we are relying upon knowl-
edge about and our perceptions and categorization of
space akin to what is required to know and move in a city.
Our views are contained by this understanding and our
subject position and needs in regard to the space or how
we categorize it. The emphases on borders, tensions, layer-
ing, gazes, and positionality in the landscape are means of
questioning how we read the world. They allow us to take
responsibility for the representations and concealments
that are inherent in a concept as complex as a place.

NOTE

1. The Harlem River divides Manhattan and the Bronx.
The river no longer follows its original path. Marble
Hill was once the northernmost part of Manhattan.
Today, it is physically on the Bronx side of the river. It
is politically part of Manhattan but receives police and
fire services from the Bronx.
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